SOUL's Call Termination Service (CTS) offers the ability to transit and terminate National and International calls via SOUL's national IP network and/or a Third Party network. It is available for Carriers and Service Providers who directly or indirectly connect to SOUL's national network via SS7 or IP.
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What is SOUL’s business?

SOUL’s vision is to become Australia’s premier national wholesale provider of convergent communication services across an IP network. The company has created an independent telecommunications network that spans the Australian continent. By using next-generation Internet Protocol (IP) technology the infrastructure delivers cost effective and better quality voice and data services at higher capacity than is currently possible. Unlike other carriers, SOUL can simultaneously carry voice, data and multimedia across a single network, ensuring maximum use of available bandwidth, and offering significant economies of scale to its partners. These partners deliver these integrated telecommunications services to the consumer or business user.

We’ve built a network to build your business

SOUL’s intelligent IP Network will revolutionise communications in Australia. As a wholesaler, our range of services can be tailored to suit your business needs. If you’re a large business, our Corporate Network services are being developed so you connect your supply chain for converged voice, data, e-business and content. For any business, we provide an opportunity to re-sell our advanced network solutions.

For more information on a Soul solution
CALL 1300 13 34 64
or email sales@soulaustralia.com.au

YOU GOTTA HAVE SOUL